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The printouts were finished in recent days, or yesterday, the subsequently revised files 
were copied onto diskettes this morning, and it is high time to finish the apologia which ought to 
be sent with them. A reply to my earlier communication came from JPO yesterday, with helpful 
comments, and interesting bits of news (Merci beaucoup!). I have permitted myself one final 
procrastination: I went out and bought a salad to eat AFTER I have finished this, with my 
supper, and to get some envelopes to send all this off in. I was also interrupted in this paragraph 
by a telephone who wanted to sell me some windows. 

CHRONOLOGY - I shall be en route between Madison and Pylos, via France, from the 
6th to 11th of July. I shall be occupied at Pylos in observing, and a little bit of assisting, the 
survey program run by PRAP, and in observing, at least, what is being done at the Palace, and in 
having a nice look at the most recently discovered fragments from the site. In other years there 
has been a festival, Nestoreia, somewhere about the first week of August. If it works this year, I 
should like to observe some of that too. A few days, but I do not yet know how many, before I 
must leave Athens, I shall go to Athens. I do not expect to stay at the School, but trust I can get 
in the door to see if there have been any messages. And look around at whatever seems 
interesting. I shall leave Athens for Chicago and Madison the 11th of August. 

I am afraid that it is only yesterday, in thinking about what I would say in this, that I 
discovered the silent, but honorific, initial J in the alphabetically last of my colleagues, which is 
matched by the newly very honorific, but SILENT, final series of letters that follow it. The only 
way I can Join in is to cite the very occasional envelope that comes to me addressed as Jr. 
Emmett L. Bennett. This annoys me, of course, but, no matter where the Jr. is put, it is an 
awkward thing, and I wish the custom of adding it to the names of poor infants were outlawed, 
or at least abandoned. 
[AT TIIlS POINT (reserved for notes to each of you, individually) I WRITE - PS] 
Dear Tom, 

Among the papers I sent a few days ago is one intended (thank you for the information 
you sent, and especially for the text of your (rather long?) address in Uppsala. That came on the 
24th, making it possible to mention it at lunch on the 25th, and to point out the coincidence of 
Kavafy (same poem, I believe, in it, and at Jackie's funeral, as reported in th~ Times. Oh, the 
paper I included: it is intended to help you adjust easily and calmly from the Olympian euphoria 
of Uppsala to the modest (and eventually to by characterized by rather different (perhaps) ) 
euphoria of the Chairmanship. Actually, I suppose you might be justified in suspicioning that 
there was involved just a wee bit, a tinge, of jealousy. I would deny it. of course. 

Anyhow, now that it is really official, I offer very many and very sincere congratulations. 
And a second batch for the address itself; I do indeed think you have come closer to the truth 
than I had. I trust they intend to publish it - or do they have to translate it into Swedish first? 

I send along, separately, my schedule. It would be nice to see the new Theban stuff, 
absolutely, or, better, in your August, or august, company, but I don't think I can squeeze 



another comma in. Perhaps before you're off again I can find out a definite time for my 
translation to Athens. 

As for the problems of machine representation, I, with some hesitation, put it down as a 
four-fold responsibility that I didn't want to share in. I see some possibility that a solution has 
already been established (probably one that I can't really share in), but if there's room for 
consultation I do hope you will take a proper share of the direction. Jean-Pierre's letter is full of 
pertinent information. I should have asked about it long ago. Perhaps the next Colloquium 
would be a grand place for a grand revision of the Wingspread Convention, which has lived very 
well (and with only moderate flexibility) for a good long time. Think about it, please. 

All this has put very definitely on the side burner the work toward a Salzburg 
contribution. So much that I have forgotten what are the deadlines - I hope I won't have 
squeezed myself out again! 

And that put back in the closet the - but what under the sun was that urgent thing I was 
doing??? 

May 31. 1994 
Yours, 

[at this point the ps is finished] 

Apologia. The printout has a name: The Pylos Texts Stripped. The files (those that include a K) 
have a name: The Pylos Texts Stripping. The files ending in .P have no name. There are also 
files (that include an Lin place of K, and are smaller, barer) named The Pylos Texts Streaking, 
and the corresponding printout is: The Pylos Texts Streaked. 

The .P files include a record of the fragments of the Pylos Tablets ( and Labels, and 
Sealings, and Sherd), as initially numbered, and as they appear after joining, and renumbering, 
and classification. This is NOT up to date: it still excludes the wonderful work of JLM, and this 
will be incorporated as soon as I can do it. That probably means August. I have sent paper 
copies only to JLM and JTGP. Every diskette includes the files. 

The K files include texts, in the present state of my view of what they ought to be. This 
view may be a little peculiar, and I will try to define it in a later paragraph. The printout I send 
along includes also some notations which begin with "cfPTf ... " or "cf..." These notations have 
now been removed from the files . 

The printouts I will not describe further; you can all easily work out what is there, 
whether you like it or not. The diskettes and their files need more discussion. 

Volume in drive A is ELBS_DISKET Volume Serial Number is 1A3F-1BD5 Directory: 
E5C)PIAA.P 64022 94-05-12 14:06 E5C)PICC.P 66282 94-05-12 14:02 
E5C)PIER.P 72627 94-05-12 14:03 E5C)PIOB.P 73981 94-05-12 14:04 
E5K)LOO(J.W5P 36822 94-05-20 22:25 E5K)L012.W5P 47590 94-05-20 22:24 
E5K)L030.W5P 41601 94-05-20 22:21 E5K)L049.W5P 42356 94-05-20 22:17 
E5K)L065.W5P 38563 94-05-20 22:15 E5K)L075.W5P 35775 94-05-20 22:13 
E5K)L092.W5P 29953 94-05-20 22:11 E5K)L120.W5P 38227 94-05-20 22:09 vel 
simm. 

I was hoping to prepare files which, after the fashion of the newly appearing Nestor Index files, 
can be distributed in DOS and in Machese form, and easily read in the respective systems. In my 
uninformed attempts at producing such files, even with the most helpful of dJnb, I have not 
really succeeded. So I send along, on diskettes FORMATTED in DOS, files prepared in 
WordPerfect 5.1 ( eminently legible in WP 6.0, if one doesn't mind the great slowness of that 
system), which I could have converted into (DOS versions ot) WordStar, MS Word, &c, or 



ASCII, of RFD. Each of these preserves some of the characteristics of the original file, but 
probably loses others. But since John B. has no problem at all in putting my DOS WP5.1 
diskette into his Mac machine, and producing after a few random dancings of his MOUSE, an 
exact replica in Machese of what I wrote in WP5.1. That is, almost exact. He fails at producing 
the tmmi.'i! pattern that I used in BCH Suppl 25, (BCHs) unless he is permitted to apply it to the 
whote····rrn·e···of text. That is why I enclose the printouts; with them you can with some necessary 
labor substitute suitable representations of WP features which may be neglected by the particular 
conversion you have used. I recommend that you, if you do not yourself convert my files, get 
somebody to convert them for you. And further - but that can wait. I should indicate that some 
of the lines, as they appear in the files, are longer than the 80 characters which show on my 
machine's screen. Those that are a great deal longer I have cut up into two, or even in the Ta's, 
into three sections. These segments are identified by a ridiculous device which you will intuitively 
understand, and for which you can immediately invent, and substitute, a better device. 

ALAS, an interruption. But at least I have some of it done; I will go off and prepare my 
supper (including the salad), and return to continue this job (the separate page "Character. .. ") 
after the coffee. -- Well, it is long after supper by the time I have worked and reworked this stuff 
I copied from a file of four days ago. I must take a bit of refreshment. And rub my back. --
And by now, having stopped at 12:30 a.m., it's approaching midmorning, and I think I've finished 
this last page. One more proof should do it? 

Most of the peculiarities of the printed versions can be explained, I hope, from the 
comments in the '90 brochure you find in BCH S 25. But one thing isn't. Some of the lines of 
text printed there were too long to fit on BCH pages, even at that reduced size of type. Here all 
text in the lines must be included. They are even too long for the economical use of ordinary 
American paper. The solution is to split the long lines; these parts are indicated by an extra O or 
00 before the line identification. I will be glad of notice of errors you find, or of readings you 
think outrageous. 

As you will have noticed, I have not printed in their original form the CAPSMAllCAP 
used for ideograms, and, of course, the dotted signs. I will, as soon as I can, after I have taken 
advantage of all the work of Jose, and his excellent presentation of the material, correct the form 
for the ideograms, and as soon as I can find again how to make dots, and how to make lots of 
them efficiently, I will put them in. 

The really serious problem is one I alluded to in my previous letter. Is it possible to have 
an electronic text of our materials without all of us having exactly the same machine and the 
same programs? If Nestor rejuventus can do it, why can't we? Such a text, nowadays, doesn't 
have to be stripped of as much information as was the case when the Minnesota tapes were 
made, but a lot of information has to be put in alternative forms which can be read in many 
systems, and, in each, easily reconsitituted. A standard which will take care of the types of 
characters I have listed in "Character ... ", including those mentioned at the very bottom of that 
page, is a desideratum. Will you four or five, please, do something about it? My problem is 
simpler, to find a font type that will work properly to preserve the current conventions, look 
good, and permit me to follow whatever tendencies in extension of those conventions which 
appeal to me. 
27 May 1994 
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